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Abstract 
The category of finitely-generated spaces is shown to be the largest finitely productive 
Cartesian closed coreflective subcategory of the category Top of topological spaces. Conse- 
quently, any coreflective subcategory of Top which is contained in a Cartesian closed 
coreflective subcategory and contains a space which is not finitely-generated fails to be 
finitely productive. 
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0. Introduction 
It is well known that in the most important Cartesian closed coreflective 
subcategories of the category Top of topological spaces (e.g. (locally compactj-gen- 
erated spaces, (compact Hausdorffj-generated spaces, sequential spaces) the (cate- 
gorical) product of two spaces does not in general coincide with their topological 
product. On the other hand, the category of finitely-generated spaces and all 
nontrivial coreflective subcategories contained in it (i.e. the category of antidis- 
cretely-generated spaces and the category of discrete spaces) are Cartesian closed 
and finitely productive in Top. It is a natural question whether there are any other 
finitely productive Cartesian closed coreflective subcategories of Top. The answer 
is negative. We show that any finitely productive coreflective subcategory of Top 
which is contained in a Cartesian closed coreflective subcategory is a subcategory of 
the category of finitely-generated spaces. 
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1. Preliminaries and notations 
All undefined terminology can be I’ound in [7,9]. By Top we denote the category 
of topological spaces, Top(X, Y) is the set of all continuous maps from X to Y. By 
FG we denote the category of finitely-generated spaces. All subcategories are 
supposed to be full and isomorphism-closed. Cardinals are initial ordinals where 
each ordinal is the (well-ordered) set of its predecessors. Infinite cardinals are 
denoted by w, where (Y is an ordinal. For the Cartesian product of sets and the 
topological product we use the symbol X , the categorical product of the objects A 
and B in all other categories is denoted by A n B. 
A subcategory _w’ of Top is said to be finitely productive provided that .w’ is 
closed under the formation of finite topological products. Recall (see [6]) that a 
subcategory .01 of the category Top is corefiective if and oniy if it is ciosed under 
the formation of coproducts and quotients in Top. In the following, coreflectivc 
subcategory means nontrivial coreflective subcategory, i.e. the trivial subcategory 
(@} is excluded. 
If 97 is a subcategory of the category Top, then 5?(&‘) = {X E Top: X is a 
quotient space of a coproduct of 3’-objects] is the coreflective hull of 55’ in Top 
(see [6]). The spaces belonging to %?7(9) are said to be *-generated. 
Recall (see e.g. [8]) that a coreflective subcategory .ti of Top is Cartesian closed 
if and only if the functor n : ~2 XM’ +,ti preserves coproducts and extremal 
epimorphisms in ,w’ (i.e. topological coproducts of .&-objects and topological 
quotient maps in .&J. 
Let X and Y be topological spaces. Then by X 8 Y we denote the tensor 
product of X and Y (see e.g. [121) i.e. the product space given by the topology of 
separate continuity (it is called inductive product in [2]). Now, let [Y, Z] denote 
the function space given by the topology of pointwise convergence. It is well known 
(see e.g. [12]) that for any topological spaces X, Y, and Z there is a natural 
isomorphism Top(X@ Y, Z) + Top(X, [Y, Z]); f-f* where f*(x)(y) =f(x, y) 
for all x E X, y E Y. Hence, the pair of functors (8, [. , . I> is a structure of 
symmetric monoidal closed category (see [51) and this implies that the tensor 
product preserves topological coproducts and quotient maps. Note that if _CP’ is a 
coreflective subcategory of Top and X and Y belong to &, then X 8 YE& 
(X @I Y is a quotient space of the coproduct of all X X (y}, y E Y and (x} X Y, 
x EX). 
Now (similarly as in [lo] for locales) put 3 = {X E Top: A, : X + X 8X is a 
continuous map] (A, is the diagonal map x H (n, x)). Then the following holds: 
Proposition 1.1. (a) 3’ is a corej7ectil:e subcategoty of Top and, for any X,Y E 3, 
XC3 y=xn Yin .J7. 
(b) If ~8’ is a coreflectille subcategory of Top such that, for any X,YELS, 
X@Y=XnYin ~8, then S’pZ. 
(cl The category x is c-artesian closed. 
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Proof. (a> 27 is evidently closed under the formation of topological coproducts. Let 
XE_%and q:X+Y be a quotient map. Since A,oq=(q@q)~A,:X-+Y@Y 
is a continuous map A, is continuous. Hence, Y ~27. Let X, Y, Z ~25’ and 
f:Z+Xand g:Z-+Y becontinuousmaps.Then h=(f@g)oA,:Z+X@Y is 
continuous and px oh=f and p,oh=g.Thus, X@Y=XflY in 25 
(b) If X ~9, then A, : X+X n X = X ~3 X is continuous. 
Cc> The product 8 preserves coproducts and quotient maps. 0 
Proposition 1.2. Let 9 be a coreflectiue subcategory of Top such that 9 ~3. 
Then, for any X,Y ~97, X @ Y = X fl Yin 9 and 9 is Cartesian closed. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 1.1. 0 
2. Products in Cartesian closed coreflective subcategories of Top 
Recall (see [6]) that if a coreflective subcategory of Top is not contained in the 
category FG, then it contains FG as a proper subcategory. 
Let w, be an infinite cardinal. Denote by S((Y) the topological space defined on 
the set w, + 1 (= W, U {w,}> as follows: The set U is open in S(a) if and only if 
there exists x E w, such that U = (y E w, + 1: x < y). For any ordinal (Y denote by 
@(a) the coreflective hull of S(n) in Top. Then the following holds: 
Proposition 2.1 [6]. For any ordinal (Y, g(a) is a minimal coreflectiue subcategory of 
Top containing the category FG as a proper subcategory. Moreover, for any 
coreflectiue subcategory ti which is not included in FG there exists an ordinal (Y such 
that %‘(a> cd. 
The idea of the proof of the main result is the following: First we show that for 
any ordinal (Y and any X,YE @(Y), X @ Y =Xfl Y in B(w). Then we find the 
spaces X, and Y, in E-((Y) such that X, X Y, #X, ~3 Y, and we prove that 
X, x Y, does not belong to any Cartesian closed coreflective subcategory ti of Top 
with E’(a) cd. 
Proposition 2.2. For any topological space X and any ordinal (Y, X X S(a) =X 8 
S(a). 
Proof. Denote by S the Sierpinski doubleton. Let Top,,(S(cz), S) denote the space 
of all continuous maps from S(a) to S with the compact-open topology and let 
[S(a), S] denote the function space given by the topology of pointwise conver- 
gence. Since S(a) is locally compact, the map Top(XX SC(Y), S> + Top(X, 
Top,&S(d, 9); f-f*, where f *(x>(y) = f<x, y> for each x E X and y E S(a), 
is bijective. The map Top(X@ SC(Y), S) + Top(X, [S(a), Sl); f-f * is also 
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bijective and it can be easily checked that TopC,,(S(a>, S> = [%a>, Sl. Hence, 
TOP(X x S(a), S) = Top(X 8 S(Q), S) and therefore X X S(cu) = X @ S(a). 0 
Corollary 2.3. For any ordinal1 a, S(a) belongs to 2, so that 23~~) ~3. 
According to Proposition 1.2 we obtain: 
Proposition 2.4. For any ordinal (Y, W(a) is Cartesian closed and, for any X,Y E E’(a), 
XmY==XrlYin H(u>. 
Proposition 2.5. For any ordinal (Y there exist X,, y, E %?(a) such that X, @ Y, f X, 
x Y,. 
Proof. Denote by c, the cardinal 2”~“. Let, for each t E c,, S(a), be a copy of S(Q) 
such that, for different t,s E c,, S(a), and S(a), are disjoint. Elements of S(a), 
are indexed by t, where x, E So corresponds to x E S(Q) (i.e. the map S(a) + 
&I),; x e x, is a homeomorphism and x, < yI in S(a), if and only if x < y in 
S(a)). Then the space Y, is the quotient space of the topological coproduct 
LI{S(~>,: t E cJ obtained by identifying all (mnjr into one element R and X, is 
the quotient space of the coproduct u {S(LY),~: s E wJ obtained by identifying all 
(wajs into one element R (X, is a subspace of Y,>. For any t E c, and any 
a, E S(a), such that a, # (wJt put [a,, nl = {b, E S(cu),: a, G b, < (w,>,} U {f2}. 
Now consider the space X, @ Y,. For each t E w, put A, = [O,, 01 X (U{[t,, G]: 
s E c,}). The set of all o,-sequences in w, is equipotent with c, so that there is a 
bijective map cn + ~:a; s H (a:: t E co,>. For each s E c, put B, = (U{[a:, 01: 
t E w,)) X [O,, 01. The set W= (U{A,: t E w,)) U (U(B,5: s E c,}> can be easily 
checked to be an open neighbourhood of (0, Jn> in X,, @ Y, (for each x EX~ the 
set {y E Y,: (x, y> E W) is evidently open in Y, and for each y E Y, the set 
{x EX~: (x, y) E W} is evidently open in X,). Suppose that X, @ Y, =X, X Y,. 
Then there is an open neighbourhood U = U ([e,, 01: t E wJ of R in X, and an 
open neighbourhood V= lJ{[d,, C!]: s E c,) of R in Y, such that U X V c W. For 
any t E o, and s E c,, 
[e,, fll x [d,, 01 
= (ux v> n (Lo,, 01 :< [o,, 01) c wn (Lo,, 01 x [O,, al) 
= ([O,> 01 x [t,, 01) u ([G, 01 x [OS> 4)
and this implies that, for any t E w, and s E c,, a: <e, or t, G d,. Now choose 
s E c, such that a; > e, for each t E o, (the set ((as: t E w,): s E c,) contains all 
w,-sequences in w,). Then, for each t E co,, t,? G d,v in [0,7, fl] which is impossible. 
Hence, X, 8 Y, #X, x Y,. 0 
Remark. It can be shown that X, @X, =X,, XX,. On the other hand, from the 
proof of the preceding proposition it follows that Y, 8 Y, # Y, x Y,. 
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Proposition 2.6. Let & be a cartesian closed coreflective subcategory of Top 
containing the space S(o) and let X, and Y, be the spaces defined in Proposition 2.5. 
Then the space X, X Y, does not belong to &. 
Proof. Since S(a) x S(a) = S(cr) @S(a) belongs to -@‘, S(a) @ S(a) = S(a) n S(a) 
in &‘. The product n in ~9 preserves topological coproducts and topological 
quotient maps in _@’ (which coincide with &-coproducts and extremal M-epimor- 
phisms) and therefore X, 8 Y, =X, n Y, in &. Hence, X, X Y, does not belong 
to &(if X,xY,E&, then X,XY,=X,nY, in &‘). 0 
Theorem 2.7. Let ~3 be a coreflective subcategory of Top containing a space X 
which is not finitely-generated and let there exist a Cartesian closed coreflective 
subcategory _QZ of Top with 9 cd. Then 95’ is not finitely productive. 
Proof. Since 9% is not contained in FG there exists an ordinal LY such the 5??(a) ~3 
and therefore X, and Y, belong to 9. Let _CZ’ be a Cartesian closed coreflective 
subcategory of Top containing 9’. Then S(a) belongs to & and, according to 
Proposition 2.6, X, X Y, does not belong to &‘. Hence, X, X Y, does not belong to 
9. 0 
We conclude the paper with several well-known examples of finitely productive 
coreflective subcategories of the category Top. 
Example 2.8. Let 1y be an ordinal and Top, the subcategory of Top consisting of 
all spaces X for which the intersection of any nonempty family S of open subsets 
with card S < w, is an open subset in X. Then, for any ordinal CI, the category 
Top, is a finitely productive coreflective subcategory of Top. The coreflective hull 
of the category of connected spaces (pathwise connected spaces) is another such 
example. 
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